
                                                            Year 3 Summer 2nd half 
                                             What if you were a town planner for Nuneaton? 

 

Week NC objectives Big question REMEMBER  
(prior knowledge) 

KNOW 
(new knowledge) 

1 Use fieldwork to 
observe, measure 
record and present the 
human and physical 
features in the local 
area using a range of 
methods, including 
sketch maps, plans and 
graphs, and digital 
technologies. 
 
Describe and 
understand key aspects 
of human geography, 
including: types of 
settlement and land 
use, economic activity 
including trade links, 
and the distribution of 
natural resources 
including energy, food, 
minerals and water. 
 
Use the eight points of 
a compass, four and six-
figure grid references, 
symbols and key 
(including the use of 
Ordnance Survey maps) 
to build their 
knowledge of the 

What do we know 
about Nuneaton? 

Nuneaton is a town in the county 
of Warwickshire. 
Physical and Human features of 
Stockingford.  
 

Place Nuneaton in different contexts ~ where it is in 
Warwickshire, England/UK, Europe.  

2 What does this map 
tell us about 
Nuneaton? 

Sketch maps, symbols and keys. 
Where Nuneaton is within England. 

How to use a key on a map to show how land is used.  
How land is used in Nuneaton ~ housing, healthcare, 
factories, education, farming, transport, recreation and 
leisure, retail, business. 
Land use in Nuneaton has changed over time ~ including 
where mines were located. 
 

3 What geographical 
features are there in 

Nuneaton? 
 

Where St Paul’s school is. 
Physical features are natural 
features on the Earth’s surface. 
Human features are made or built 
by humans. 
Physical and Human features of 
Stockingford. 
Land use in Nuneaton. 
Nuneaton is a town. 

Human features of Nuneaton ~ farms, houses, shops, 
factories, offices, roads, bridges, train station etc. 
Physical features of Nuneaton ~ Hartshill Hayes, River 
Anker, Arbury Woods etc. 
Know why some physical features (e.g. beach, sea, cliffs) 
aren’t found in Nuneaton. 
Identify important landmarks / buildings in Nuneaton.  
 

4 What geographical 
features are there in 

Nuneaton? 
 

Physical features are natural 
features on the Earth’s surface. 
Human features are made or built 
by humans. 
 Physical and human features of 
Nuneaton.  
Sketch maps. 
 

How to draw a simple sketch map showing key human 
and physical features of Nuneaton, including major 
landmarks. 
How to use a key. 
 



5 United Kingdom and 
the wider world. 

What are the 
advantages of living in 

Nuneaton? 
 

Physical and human features of 
Nuneaton.  
Land use in Nuneaton. 
Where Nuneaton is within England.  

Transport links from Nuneaton to the rest of the 
country. 
Affordable housing.  
How to carry out a geographical survey ~ to link to 
lesson 6 on improving Nuneaton. 
 

6 What could be 
improved in 
Nuneaton? 

Physical and human features of 
Nuneaton.  
Land use in Nuneaton. 
Where Nuneaton is within England. 

How to analyse a geographical survey. 
Know what local people think would improve Nuneaton.  
Know how to identify a suitable location for town 
improvements. 
 

 


